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Your Every Color
Train

   Well... I always listened to this great song, and I imagined how they could
compose
such an amazing thing... so I worked on its chords, and here we ve got the
tab...

Chords:

G - 320033 or 355433
F - 133211
Em - 022000
D - xx0232
Eb - xx5343
Bb - x13331
A - x02220
C - x32010 or x35553
Am - x02210
Bm - x24432

The stuff:

G, F, Em, D

G                              F
I can see the red, white and free in you
                       Em
You light the night up like the moon
                      D
And underneath your clouds, I see the blue
Em                                    Eb
You re hopeless  cause you tell the truth
                                Em
The stars are jealous of your shine
Em
If you were mine
                F
There s not a thing I wouldn t do

G                                    F
You re black and beautiful, yellow, tan
                                 Em
You re white as light as soft as sand
                                  D
With greens and greys and oh for days
                        Em                Eb
A silver lining on the way you cover everyone
                     Em
Just like a morning sun



                         F
You turn me into someone I would rather be

C   Bb                    Am 
Oooh, I love your every colour
    Bb                   C
Oooh, I love your everything
C
You wear the day around you
Bb
Like it s yours to stay around you
Am                            Bb
Maybe I could stay around you too
Bb
If that s alright with you

        G
You re coffee brown and bubble gum pink
    F                              Em
And oh I think the shade of you is on the brink
                     D
Of changing all the ways I see the world
G                               F
I could drown inside a single drop
                               Em
Of all the kinds of things you got
                                 D
And all the kinds of things I m not
                                Em
Might just give me a chance to see
                      Eb
From way up where you are
                   Em
Above the silent stars
                     F
Just dancing in the sky

C   Bb                    Am 
Oooh, I love your every colour
    Bb                   C
Oooh, I love your everything
C
You wear the day around you
Bb
Like it s yours to stay around you
Am                            Bb
Maybe I could stay around you too
Bb
If that s alright with you

D                       C
You re better than any rainbow
                         Bm



You re brighter than the sun
                               Bb
You look like my first day of summer
           G              D
When my spring is on the run
D
You re gold and more gold
             C
And you re platinum too
                       Bb
With snow tared coffer attitude
                      A
I don t know what I d do without you
A
I don t know what I ll do about you

C   Bb                    Am 
Oooh, I love your every colour
    Bb                   C
Oooh, I love your everything
C
You wear the day around you
Bb
Like it s yours to stay around you
Am                            Bb
Maybe I could stay around you too
Bb
If that s alright with you

C   Bb                    Am 
Oooh, I love your every colour
C   Bb                    Am 
Oooh, I love your every colour
C   Bb                    Am 
Oooh, I love your every colour
    Bb                   C
Oooh, I love your everything

C, Bb, Am, Bb, C 

    And here we are again... comments, problems, emails to
s.chapuisat@bol.com.br... See ya!

    By: Cristiano Tulio


